
Compatible Apps
The following is a partial list of the many iOS and Android apps 
that work with the AirTurn DIGIT/BT-106 and PED

Mac/PC Apps (AirTurn DIGIT/BT-106,BT-105, AT-104, PED)

AirTurn controllers will work with most document and presentation 
programs, as well as programs such as Protools and Ableton that can be 
configured with hotkeys to accept standard keyboard inputs. 

Abbleton
All My Songs
AltoSax Prompter
AmpKit+
Android Prompter
Anytune
Avid Scorch
Band Helper
Baritone Sax Prompter
Big Button Music Player
Calypso Jam
Camera MX 
Chromatik
Clarinet Prompter
Cool Reader
DeepDish GigBook
Dictate + Connect
DrumSetlist Manager
EBookDroid
ezPDF Reader PDF Annotator
Fakebook
Flowvella
Flute Prompter
forScore
geoShred
Go Button
GoodReader
GuitarTapp Pro
Harmony
Hymnals
iAutocue
iBandManager Pro
iClassicalScores
iCue

iReal Pro
iTunes
JamUp Pro XT
Loopy/Loopy HD
Media Player for Android
MobileSheets for Android
Moon+ Reader
Music Binder
Musicnotes Sheet Music 
Viewer
MusicPodium for iPad
MusicReader PDF 4/iPAD
Music Zoom
My Lyric Book
Newzik
NextPage for iPad
NextSong
Noteflight
Oboe Prompter
OneShot 
One Track
OnSong
Orpheus Sheet Music Reader
pdfShow
PDF Expert 5
PhotoPresenter 4
piaScore HD
Planning Center Music Stand
Planning Center Projector
Play On Cue
Polaris Office 4.0
PolyNome
PowerMusic
PowerPoint
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Presentation Prompter
PrompterPal
ProPresenter 5
ProTools
RealPlayer
Recorder Prompter
Scorecerer
scorio Music Case
SeeScore
Set List Maker
Setlists
Sheet Music Direct for iPad
Show Cues
Slide Effects
Softmaker Presentations
SongBook +
SongBook Chordpro
SongRepertoire
SongSheet
Spotify
Stage Traxx
StageTitles
Steinway Etude
Teleprompt+ 3
Tempo - Metronome w/Setlists
Tempo Advance
Tenor Sax Prompter
Tonara
Trumpet Prompter
unrealBook
Video Scores
Virtual Sheet Music
Worship Band in Hand
Zimrah

All iOS apps for iPad and iPhone such as iBooks and Kindle on iOS will function 
with AirTurn products to interface as a page swipe. The Apple device needs to 
configured according to the directions available at www.airturn.com/iOS/.
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goSTAND Mic and Tablet Stand

MANOS MOUNT

Telescoping Boom

PADLOK for iPad

Accessories

No free feet to spare? Use a bite or 
tongue switch with the BT-106 for 
hands and feet-free control.

Bite Switch Tongue Switch ATFS-2 Silent Pedals

Innovative “mechanism-free” 
silent design. Made from 
high strength “bulletproof” 
plastics.

Heavy duty steel extension 
bracket for MANOS and PAD-
LOK devices.

An extending heavy duty steel 
extension bracket for MANOS, 
and PADLOK.

Double the extention of the 
Sidekick with the Super Side-
kick.

Holders and Stands for
Tablets and Smartphones.

If you’re a traveling musician or performer, carrying a mic stand has always 
been an awkward task. Now with the goSTAND you throw it in your back pack 
and well, go. The goSTAND works well for both standing and seated musicians 
for holding their tablet computers, microphones and other gear that can be 
mounted using a standard 5/8-27 mic thread. 18” (453mm) collapsed, and 58” 
(1475mm) fully extended, weighs 2.6 lbs. (Boom sold separately).

The Manos Mount is a universal holder for tablets and smartphones 
between 5”-13” inches diagonal screen size. Modeled after the hu-
man hand, the Manos Mount provides the perfect grip at the perfect 
angle. Rotates on the fly for landscape or portrait mode. You can 
even leave your protective case on the tablet.

The telescoping mic boom can be mounted using a standard 5/8-27 
mic thread and is the perfect companion to the goSTAND portable 
mic stand. Attach mics and tablet holders to the boom for more per-
formance flexibility. 16” (407mm) collapsed, 27.5” (704mm) fully ex-
tended

Turn your original iPad 2,3, or 4 into a mu-
sic stand, recipe holder, workshop plans, 
watch a movie or read the paper. Rotates 
easily for portrait and landscape views. 
Self-locking tilt. Fits onto any standard 
mic stand or our desk clamp. 

SidekickSMC Super Sidekick

Desk Clamp
Clamp onto your 
desk, kitchen counter 
or workshop and 
attach a MANOS or 
PADLOK to hold your 
tablet anywhere!

QUAD
The QUAD lets you do more with four. Turn pages and navigate 
songs in a set list, toggle audio and control volume, or map the ped-
als to a DAW program and customize your own wireless controls 
hands free. Supplied with the removeable BT-106 transceiver.

StompKit XL
The StompKit XL is an elegant way to turn Boss FS-6 foot switches 
into wireless controllers. Connect two sets or slide them apart for 
optimum placement. 

Wireless Remote Control for all your
 Performance and Presentation Needs.

The DIIGIT BT-106 is a multifunction hand-held remote with 2 jacks 
supporting up to 4 external momentary switches. Control hundreds 
of compatible apps on your Bluetooth-equipped MAC, PC, iPad, or 
Android device. Advance pages/slides, scroll lyrics, play media, tele-
prompt, initiate effects, shoot photos, or read books/music. 

PED
The PED is the perfect touch, multi-function controller with two 
foot switches. The PED is very easy to use, transport and connect to 
your Bluetooth SMART READY tablet or computer. Powered with a 
replaceable watch battery, which will last 6 months to a year. 

StompKit

TAP

The StompKit is the ideal solution for standing musicians who are 
wanting a bigger target to hit.  Boss FS-5U foot switches can be 
locked together or separated for optimal placement. Comes with 
the BT-106 transceiver.

Drummers know that turning pages is a drag. But now, turning 
pages is a TAP. The AirTurn TAP lets you turn pages, toggle backing 
tracks, trigger metronomes, and so much more with just the tap of a 
finger or a drumstick. TAP, the feet-free way to keep the beat going.

DUO
The DUO is AirTurn’s most popular controller featuring the BT-106 
Bluetooth transceiver that may be disconnected and used as a hand-
held multi-function wireless controller. Silent tactile foot switch is 
built to last. Rechargeable battery for 100 hours of continuous use.

DIGIT II
Control your presentations, playlists, pictures, and page turns with 
a tiny remote that fits in the palm of your hand. The AirTurn DIGIT 
II has five buttons that can be assigned to 4 different profiles. The 
DIGIT II is powered by a rechargeable lithium battery lasting 10 
hours.

DIGIT/BT-106


